Digital Public Humanities (AMST 2692)
Course Site: http://fall2017digitalpublichumanities.jimmcgrath.us/ (public)
Slack: https://digitalphfall2017.slack.com/ (private; login required)

Syllabus last updated on 8/29/17

Instructor: Jim McGrath, PhD
Dates / Times: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1pm-2:30pm
Location: Seminar Room, John Nicholas Brown Center for Public Humanities and Cultural Heritage (357 Benefit St.; 2nd floor, entrance in rear of building)
Office Hours: Thursdays, 11:30am-1pm or by appointment (my office is down the hall from the Seminar Room in the JNBC)
Email: james_mcgrath[at]brown[dot]edu
Twitter: @JimMc_Grath

Official Course Description

What is “digital humanities” and how does it impact and intersect with the field of public humanities? Digital humanities work involves new approaches to reading, writing, research, publication, and curation: digital tools help us examine digital and non-digital material in innovative ways, and digital modes of communication help us reach new and wider ranges of audiences. This course provides students with the opportunity to create digital projects and utilize digital tools to further their academic and professional interests.

Key questions of the course include:

How can digital tools and resources make cultural objects more accessible, engaging, and relevant to the personal and professional lives of various publics?

What can working with a particular team of collaborators (the great people at PPL Special Collections) teach us about the benefits and challenges of digital preservation, digital archives, and digital curation (and, more generally, about the ways the long history of non-digital approaches to archives, preservation, and curation inform digital archives and curation)?
What is digital humanities, and how can public humanities practitioners productively collaborate, critique, revise, and reimagine the shape of this field through the practice of digital public humanities?

How can I do cool things with digital tools, resources, and publication platforms? Who is doing cool things already?

**Learning Goals**

In this course, students will:

- Examine the recent (and still developing) history of digital humanities and the uses of digital spaces and tools by cultural institutions, academics, and other parties (artists, activists, community reps) interested in various forms of public engagement
- Review best practices for the creation, management, publication, promotion, and preservation of digital exhibits and objects
- Demonstrate familiarity with best practices via a collaboration with a community partner on a digital public humanities project
- Determine where and how digital public humanities methodologies and resources might align with their own research interests and professional goals

The centerpiece of this class is an exciting collaboration with the **Providence Public Library Special Collections Department**. Over the course of the semester, students will visit the PPL to learn about the department’s digital projects and publications, as well as the various other ways that digital tools and contexts factor impact the department’s work with collections materials. Students will then work with the PPL to develop ideas for digital initiatives related to three special collections. This work will involve learning about these particular collections, considering the various audiences interested in accessing and using these materials, and developing concrete suggestions for how the PPL might share these resources in digital spaces and contexts. This collaboration will conclude with a formal presentation of these suggestions to PPL Special Collections in December.
In preparation for work with the PPL, students will learn about best practices related to digitization, digital curation, archiving, and preservation, and the innovative and creative uses of digital resources by a wide range of publics: scholars, students, activists, librarians, artists, lawmakers, journalists, community organizers, and more. In other words, we’ll be reading across a wide range of textual contexts, and you may find some readings inviting and others slightly less so. Learning how these various practitioners and fields consider and discuss digital work is hopefully more rewarding than frustrating!

Course Requirements

Over 15 weeks, students will spend three hours per week in class (45 hours total). Engagement with course readings and research related to digital tools and projects will take approximately 4 1/2 hours per week (68 hours total). Completion of major course work — “How Did They Make That?” presentation, Pop-Up Exhibit project, and PPL Collaboration — is estimated to take 67 hours total (spread across the semester). In total, time estimated to complete activities related to this class should take 180 hours to complete over the course of the semester (on average, 12 hours per week). These estimates are in line with time estimates for typical Brown University courses. Please be in touch ASAP if you have questions about course completion expectations.

Brown University is committed to full inclusion of all students. Please inform me early in the term if you have a disability or other conditions that might require accommodations or modification of any of these course procedures. You may speak with me after class or during office hours. For more information, please contact Student and Employee Accessibility Services at 401-863-9588 or SEAS@brown.edu. Students in need of short-term academic advice or support can contact one of the deans in the Dean of the College office.

**Reliable web access:** Given the nature of this course, it’s essential that you be able to get on the web on a regular basis. Please see me if you have any questions about this requirement or if you’d like to talk about resources here at Brown.

**Classroom technology:** There may be days when we will require the use of laptops, tablets, and/or smartphones to view and complete course work. There may be particular days when a laptop is preferable to a tablet, given the need to work with a particular tool. I will let you know in advance should these needs arise if you require additional
resources. You are not required to purchase or own laptops, tablets, and/or smart phones for this course (though you may find that bringing one or more of these devices to class is useful). Bringing a Wifi-enabled device you’re comfortable reading and writing on in class is recommended but not required.

**Slack:** The class will use Slack to comment on weekly readings and to augment class discussions. Slack is free and accessible via a web address or the Slack application. We’ll discuss how we’re using Slack this semester during our first class.

**Course Readings**

Course reading are outlined in the semester calendar. Direct links to readings can be found on the public-facing course site (not the Canvas site!). Most readings are accessible online (in some cases, you may need to be logged in to your Brown account to view content due to licensing). If a reading is not publicly accessible online, I’ll get it to you by other means.

**Course Policies**

I expect that students will regularly attend class sessions, keep up with readings, and submit graded work on time. I also assume that students will participate in class discussions and be respectful of their peers in said discussions. Please contact me ASAP if you have any questions or issues related to the course. I’m also happy to meet with students during office hours or by appointment.

**Major Assignments**

**Providence Public Library Collaboration (50% of grade).** Over the course of the semester, you’ll be working with staff members of the Providence Public Library Special Collections Department to develop proposals for how the PPL might effectively use digital tools and contexts to make three special collections more engaging and accessible to audiences. These proposals will be presented to PPL Special Collections staff in December and will be accompanied by a document outlining particular project recommendations. This is a collaborative assignment: the details of the collaboration will be solidified this semester once our final class roster is set and you’ve been introduced to the PPL and these particular special collections.
We will take two class visits (during class time) to PPL Special Collections, in addition to the presentation of final proposals in December. These dates can be found on the semester calendar. You are also encouraged to visit PPL Special Collections outside of class time to continue work. We will also likely set aside at least one additional date this semester to provide students with an opportunity to develop proposals.

“How Did They Make That?” Class Session (15% of grade): Starting in October, each student will lead a brief class session (15-30 minutes in length) focused on a digital tool, project, or topic of their choosing. Ideally, these discussions will relate in some direct way to course readings, your PPL work, or a particular research interest you’re invested in. You are encouraged to be creative in your approach to completing this task: you may favor a more traditional presentation, a hands-on demo of something you’ve been working on, a workshop-style use of a particular tool, an informal conversation, or another format. Talk to me if you have questions about this requirement.

“Digital Pop-Up Exhibit” (15% of grade): This requirement invites students to complete a “pop-up” style digital exhibit that they can share with a particular audience. The goal here is to create something that is engaging but also ephemeral while using a particular digital tool or publication format: an augmented reality experience, a digital projection, a Twitter bot, or another project. This project can be collaborative, and we may decide to collaborate as an entire class on a particular initiative (I’ve had informal discussions with both the PPL and the JNBC about potential ideas). We may also end up doing more than one thing, depending on class interest. We’ll figure out the particular parameters of this requirement (specifically, project goals, audience, deliverables, and assessment) together in class.

Professional Identities and Digital Contexts (10%): At the beginning of the semester, I’ll ask each of you to think about how your professional lives and aspirations intersect with digital contexts, and we’ll discuss how you might further explore or test out these places of intersection with a particular task. “Successful” projects in this vein have included creating or revising a personal web site, using Twitter or another social media network in a professional or creative endeavor, communicating with other professionals in some digital capacity, applying for a particular conference, doing an informal environmental scan of a digital/professional space relevant to your interests, etc. You are free to revise your idea at any point during the semester, but you’ll be expected to document what you ended up doing via email or a meeting with me at the end of the semester.
**Written responses to course readings on Slack (10%):** This requirement may be the most straightforward, though I would encourage students to take advantage of the particular dimensions of writing and communicating on Slack: hyperlinks, media files, iterative writing (vs. more “traditional” digital response parameters encouraged by Canvas or Blackboard), etc. We’ll check in regularly re: how Slack is working (or not working) this semester.

Schedule and Readings

*This schedule is subject to change (if you’re enrolled in the class, then you’ll be updated if and when it does)! For general information about Brown’s Academic Calendar, go [here](#). For an alphabetized list of course readings and suggestions for secondary readings, visit our course site.*

*These readings are designed to get you acquainted with key texts, ideas, figures, terms, and networks in Digital Public Humanities. Our discussions in class and on Slack will be primarily guided by your responses to particular moments in these texts. You should feel free to critique, unravel, or otherwise complicate moments in these readings that inspire such responses. Finally, this is a ‘a’ way to read about Digital Public Humanities rather than an attempt to argue for an unquestioned and rigid narrative about this still-emerging field: there are many other texts and trajectories out there, so I encourage you to pursue such paths as you read, time permitting.*

Schedule last updated on 8/29/17.

**TH 9/7 First Day of Classes:** Intro to course, major themes and projects, use of Slack

**T 9/12 Remediation and Digital Media**

*Readings for today: Excerpts from [Remediation](#) (Bolter and Grusin); Excerpts from [Hamlet on The Holodeck](#) (Murray); Excerpts from [Neuromancer](#) and [Spook Country](#) (Gibson)*

**TH 9/14 Metaphors and The Web: Cities and Second Lives**

*Reading for today: “Welcome to the Web: The Online Community of GeoCities During The Early Years of The World Wide Web” (Milligan) and Excerpts from [One Terabyte of Kilobyte Age](#) (Various); [Second Life](#) (Various); “A City Is Not A Computer” (Mattern)*

**T 9/19 Digital Humanities, Public Humanities, and Digital Public Humanities**

*Readings for today: “Does It Count? Scholarly Communication and African American Digital History” (Delmont); “Edition, Project, Database, Archive, Thematic Research Collection: What’s In A Name?” (Price); “Public, First” (Brennan); “Lessons on Public Humanities from the Civic Sphere” (Hsu)*
TH 9/21 Digital Archives: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “Scarcity or Abundance? Preserving the Past in a Digital Era” (Rosenzweig); “Objects in The Reading Room: Centralizing Museum Collection Access through the Library, Archives, and Special Collections” (Krause); “Preservation” (Smith)

T 9/26 Digital Archives: Archiving Old and New Media
Readings for today: “Digital Historiography and The Archives” (Theimer, Sternfeld, Hering, Kramer) “The Enduring Ephemeral, Or, The Future Is A Memory” (Chun); “All My Blogs Are Dead” (Maness); “Identity Crisis: The Reality of Preparing MLS Students for a Competitive and Increasingly Digital World” (Kendig)

TH 9/28 Trip to PPL Special Collections
Readings for today: Lizard Ramone in Hot Pursuit: A Guide to Archives for Artists and Makers (Ferris); Special Collections Digital Projects and Publications (Providence Public Library Special Collections)

T 10/3 Digital Interfaces: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “Generous Interfaces for Digital Cultural Collections” (Whitelaw); Excerpts from Reading Writing Interfaces (Emerson); “Playful engineering: Designing and building art discovery systems” (Andrew, Gonzalez, Fendt)

TH 10/5 Digital Interfaces and Special Collections
Readings for today: “Reconsidering searching and browsing on the Cooper Hewitt’s Collections website” (Brenner); “Building Better Digital Humanities Tools: Towards Broader Audiences and User-Centered Designs” (Gibbs and Owens); “Uncovering Latent Metadata in the FSA-OWI Photographic Archive” (Arnold, Maples, Tilton, Wexler)

T 10/10 Digital Curation: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “Digital History’s Perpetual Future Tense” (Blevins); “alternate futures/usable pasts” (Nowviskie); Special Collections and Digital Archives (Various)

TH 10/12 Second Trip to PPL Special Collections
Readings for today: Special Collections and Digital Archives (Various)

T 10/17 Debrief of PPL Special Collections visit; Data Visualizations: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “The Image of Absence: Archival Silence, Data Visualization, and James Hemings” (Klein); “The Radical, Unrealized Potential of Digital Humanities” (Posner); “Humanities Approaches to Graphical Display” (Drucker);

TH 10/19 Data Visualizations with Patrick Rashleigh (Center for Digital Scholarship)
Readings for today: Makeover Monday (Various); “A History of DataViz” (Andrews); “Even Sweeter: What Happens When The Humanities Gets Graphic” (Verhoeven)
T 10/24 Collections As Data: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “The Santa Barbara Statement on Collections as Data” (Various); “Defining Data for Humanists: Text, Artifact, Information, or Evidence?” (Owens); “facts and FACTS: Abolitionists’ Database Innovations” (Garvey)

TH 10/26 Collections As Data: Workshop with Sample Datasets
Readings for today: “Against Cleaning” (Muñoz and Rawson); “Humanities Data: A Necessary Contradiction” (Posner); Collections as Data facets (Various)

T 10/31 Digital Curation and Special Collections: PPL Brainstorming
Readings for today: PPL Vision Board Exercise (details forthcoming)

TH 11/2 Digital Project Development: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “Recommendations for Enabling Digital Scholarship” and Library of Congress Lab report (Gallinger and Chudnov); resources from the NEH’s Office of Digital Humanities (various); “Ten Rules for Humanities Scholars New to Project Management” (Nowviskie)

T 11/7 Workshop Day: PPL Project Development
Readings for today: PPL-related research

TH 11/9 Augmented Realities: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “The Poetics of Augmented Space” (Manovich); “Always Already Augmented” (Jurgenson); “Virtual Atrocities” (Kinstler) “Everyday life and locative play: an exploration of Foursquare and playful engagements with space and place” (Saker, Evans)

T 11/14 Augmented Realities: “Pop-Up” Exhibit Workshop
Readings for today: “Designing the Pen” (Cooper Hewitt); The Lives of Things (Various); “Inárritu’s ‘Carne y Arena’ Virtual Reality Simulates a Harrowing Border Trek” (Farago); “Histories of the National Mall: Place-Based Public History” (Leon)

TH 11/16 Accessibility: Global Contexts for Digitization and Minimal Computing
Readings for today: Excerpts from Networking Peripheries (Chan); “The User, The Learner, and The Machines We Make” (Gil); “Minimal Definitions” (Sayers); Surfacing (Various)

T 11/21 Accessibility, Copyright and Transformative Use
Readings for today: “Accessibility and the Digital Humanities” (Guiliano and Williams); “#transform(ing)DH Writing and Research: An Autoethnography of Digital Humanities and Feminist Ethics” (Bailey); “Every Tool Is A Weapon: Why The Digital Humanities Movement Needs Public History” (Rizzo)
TH 11/23 THANKSGIVING RECESS: NO CLASS

T 11/28 Professionalization and Digital Contexts
Readings for today: “The Unwanted Labour of Social Media: Women of Colour Call Out Culture As Venture Community Management” (Nakamura); “Black Scholars Matter: #BlkTwitterstorians Building a Digital Community” (Brown and Crutchfield); “All the Digital Humanists Are White, All the Nerds Are Men, but Some of Us Are Brave” (Bailey)

TH 11/30 Workshop Day: PPL Project Development
Readings for today: PPL-related research

T 12/5 Digital Publications: Key Concepts
Readings for today: “Building Manifold” (Armato and Gold); “Imagining The Digital Future of The Public Historian” (Bryans, Camarillo, Chattopadhyay, Christensen, Leon, Stanton); “A Catalogue of Digital Editions” (Franzini, Terras, Mahony)

TH 12/7 Futures of Digital Public Humanities
Readings for today: “I’m Leaving The Archival Profession: It’s Better This Way” (Drake); “Dropping The Digital” (Sayers); “Notes Toward a Deformed Humanities” (Sample); “The Dark Side of The Digital Humanities” (Chun, Grusin, Jagoda, Raley)

T 12/12 LAST DAY OF CLASSES; Presentations at PPL Special Collections